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SUBJECT: REGIONAL INTERAGENCY TRANSFER (IAT) POLICY
ACTION: APPROVE RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

ADOPTED ON CONSENT CALENDAR:

A. the proposed change to the Policy on Use of Interagency Transfers as described in
Attachment A;

B. finding that the proposed policy change results in a Disparate Impact but there is substantial
legitimate justification for the proposed change and there are no alternatives that would have a
less disparate impact on minority riders; and

C. the recommendation to distribute up to 1 million TAP cards free to bus riders purchasing
transfers in advance of the effective date of the policy to address the underlying cause of the
Disparate Impact finding (current TAP card possession).

ISSUE
As of May 2015, the last of the County’s transit providers that participate in a regional fare program -
EZ transit pass or Inter-Agency Transfers (IATs) - are on TAP.  The region is now poised to fully
realize the seamless travel across the County envisioned when the TAP program was launched in
2002, improving customer convenience and improving boarding times.
The proposed Policy on the Use of Inter-Agency Transfers (Attachment A) makes the following
changes to the current policy by:

1) eliminating the paper inter-agency transfer by requiring all transfers to be made with a TAP
card;

2) paying the transfer fare upon second, rather than first, boarding;
3) extending the inter-agency transfer window from 2 to 2 ½ hours; and,
4) providing for a single inter-agency transfer within the transfer window.

The new policy would not change the transfer price charged by each transit operator; transfer fares
would still be a local fare policy decision.  Further, the new policy would not require change to intra-
agency (i.e., within system) transfer policies like those at Metro, LADOT, Culver City BusLines, or
Norwalk Transit, but would be integrated to work seamlessly with local TAP transfer policies on an
operator-by-operator basis.
DISCUSSION
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As the region has migrated to a TAP-based fare collection system over the last decade, IAT policy
has presented many challenges because not all IAT-participating operators were on TAP.  Operators
with TAP capability had to consider the TAP capabilities or lack thereof when providing IATs to their
customers.  This resulted in the hybrid IAT program that we have today:

· Paper transfers are used for cash-paying customers transferring from bus to bus;

· TAP loaded transfers are used for customers who know they are transferring between TAP-
enabled operators.  To assist customers who may not know, most agencies load TAP transfers
and continue to provide paper IATs;

· TVM-issued paper transfers are issued to customers transferring from Metro Rail to non-TAP
operators;

· Limited use TAP “polka dot” transfers are issued to cash-paying customers transferring to
Metro Rail or TAP customers transferring to Metro Rail from non-TAP operators.

These transfer accommodations have been difficult to manage for operators and difficult to use for
customers.  Now that all of the IAT-participating agencies are on TAP, the complexity of the IAT
program can be simplified to the mutual benefit of both customers and operators.   The policy change
would provide an automatic transfer to customers when an eligible transfer boarding is made.
Regional Readiness
Several operators have already taken steps to harness the benefits the TAP system provides for
transfer activity.  Antelope Valley Transit and Santa Clarita Transit both eliminated paper transfers
from their systems in recent years, requiring all customers who wish to transfer to another operator
do so with their TAP cards.  LADOT began the implementation of internal transfers on TAP with their
conversion to the TAP program in 2013.  Most recently, Metro implemented it’s own Board-approved
internal transfer policy with the two hours of free transfers on TAP as part of the September 2014 fare
change.
Beginning with the TAP conversion of Long Beach Transit in April 2014, 14 additional operators have
been added to the TAP system bringing the total to 24 TAP enabled operators in the County
(Attachment B).  As the most recent 14 agencies have prepared for TAP transition over the last year,
the region has been discussing the proposed changes to IAT policy through a number of forums
including the General Managers’ group, Bus Operators Subcommittee (BOS), and Local Transit
Systems Subcommittee (LTSS).  Unanimous approval of the proposed policy was achieved by the
General Managers on May 13th, and the BOS on May 19th.  Additionally, the policy proposal will be
presented to the Citizens Advisory Committee on June 24th.
Should the policy be approved by the Board, a Working Group comprised of operator representatives
together with TAP staff will oversee the technical and marketing efforts necessary for implementation.
Policy Changes
There are four significant changes proposed to the IAT policy.

1. Transfers within Los Angeles County would be allowed with a TAP card only.  This would
eliminate the paper transfers, Rail TVM paper transfers, and TAP “polka dot” transfers
currently in use.  This would require all base fares whether single ride fares or pass fares to be
paid with a TAP card at which time eligibility for a transfer at the next boarding would be
encoded on the TAP card.  Transfers would not be available for cash-paying customers.
However, there will be limited routes that may need to maintain paper transfers for transfers to
operators outside Los Angeles County.  These routes will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

2. Transfer fare would be deducted when making the second boarding. The customer no longer
has to determine need for the transfer as it will happen automatically if the boarding is transfer
eligible.  Today, the customer requests a transfer on the first vehicle, is provided with a paper
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transfer, and the paper transfer is provided to the driver of the second vehicle.  Under the
proposal, the customer would simply tap for both boardings - a base fare would be deducted
on the first vehicle and a transfer fare would be deducted on the second vehicle.  Revenues
are expected to remain unchanged as a result of the policy change but will now be collected
on different legs of the trip.

3. The transfer window would be extended to 2.5 hours from the current 2 hour window.  The
extension of the transfer window was warranted due to increasing traffic congestion and the
distance of some routes, particularly those from the Antelope Valley.

4. The policy would provide for a single IAT per base fare boarding.  Today, it is each operator’s
discretion to issue another IAT when a customer boards with an IAT.  Most operators, however,
do not sell an IAT when presented with an IAT for boarding.  The proposed policy would
standardize this practice across the region.

Customer Benefits
The benefits to the customer of the proposed policy change include:

· Speeding up boardings - Under the new policy, a customer would not need to communicate
with the driver to purchase an IAT.  The transfer would happen automatically upon making the
transfer boarding, ensuring the customer receives the transfer to which they are entitled, and
speeding up boardings for all customers.

· Eliminating necessity to carry exact change - Restricting IATs to TAP cards only would
eliminate the customer’s need to carry exact change to purchase a transfer.   Instead, riders
would add cash to their TAP card.  TAP cards can be registered for balance protection,
allowing the TAP card balance to be restored should the card be lost or stolen (subject to a $5
fee).

· Customer ease of use - A customer will no longer have to consider all legs of a continuous
transit trip when determining when and what transfer to buy at any point along that trip.  For
example, a Metro customer today will automatically receive a transfer to another Metro route
but has to know when he/she is transferring outside of Metro and that an IAT must be
purchased.  If the IAT is purchased before the Metro transfers are completed, the customer will
lose the ability to transfer within Metro.  Further, a customer transferring between operators
would not need to know the exact cost of the transfer for each operator; the TAP system would
recognize the valid transfer boarding and automatically deduct the best fare from the stored
value balance.

Operator Benefits
The benefits to regional transit operators include:

· Faster boarding time - Under the new structure, a customer will not need to request a specific
transaction for the transfer. This new policy would remove the necessity for the customer to
communicate with the driver, which will expedite the boarding process and decrease dwell
time, therefore increasing efficiency.

· Encouraging the use of TAP - The restriction of IATs to TAP cards is intended to add to recent
efforts to increase TAP utilization. The new fare structure implemented in September 2014
added two hours of free transfers for customers paying the base fare on a TAP card.  Prior to
the 2014 fare changes, Metro did not offer intra-agency transfers, which meant that customers
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had to pay for each boarding.  Additionally, the proposed policy change is consistent with the
gating of Metro Rail which required all Rail boardings to be made with TAP cards.  The
proposed change to IATs would restrict all transfers to a TAP card, further increasing the TAP
share of overall fare media usage which is 80% TAP for Metro. When customers use TAP, the
region’s operators can collect more data about when, where, and how the system is being
used. This additional data makes for more well-informed decision making with regard to fare
policy, transit routes, and scheduling.

· Reduction of fraud - Proof of payment for IATs is currently provided to customers in the form of
paper transfers. This presents an opportunity for fraud, as paper transfers are relatively easy
for passengers to resell or reproduce. Restricting the use of IATs to TAP cards links the
original fare and the transfer to the same fare media, and the system would validate base fare
payment before authorizing the transfer. In addition, restricting IATs to TAP cards would
eliminate the monetary incentive to resell the transfers since the TAP card itself costs $1 to $2.

· Directly collected IAT revenues - Under the current IAT structure, the transfer must be
purchased upon the first boarding, which means that the agency providing the service for the
original boarding collects both the base fare and the IAT fare. The proposed IAT policy would
create a new system where the IAT fare would be automatically deducted upon the transfer
boarding. This is a fairer and more appropriate fare payment, since the agency providing the
transfer service would directly collect the IAT revenue.

Title VI

Metro conducted a Title VI evaluation (Attachment C) for the proposed policy change on behalf of the

region.  The County’s population was divided into eight groups of riders defined by their proximity to a

TAP sales location (within ¼ mile walking distance or not), their ability to load their TAP card on a

transit vehicle, and whether they have a TAP card already in their possession.   The Title VI

evaluation found one group of the eight to be disparately impacted by the proposal - a group of

800,000 people who are constituents of Antelope Valley, Foothill Transit, Gardena, Montebello, and

Torrance that currently do not have a TAP card, and are not within walking distance of a place to

obtain one (though they could add value to it if they had one), and constitutes about 8.3% of all

persons within walking distance of fixed route transit.

The proposed TAP-based IAT should be pursued given that more than 91% of the population would

not be Disparately Impacted nor Disproportionately Burdened by the program. Customer

convenience for those having to transfer would be improved with faster boarding times, and not

having to carry added cash for transfer charges. It is in Metro’s interest to pursue improved multi-

operator coordination and the provision of seamless fare mechanisms for riders which the proposed

program would accomplish. Given the significant investment in TAP, there is no alternative that would

provide a consistent multi-operator transfer program without printed fare media than the proposed

TAP-based transfer program.  Approval of the policy by the Board constitutes that there is no cost-

effective alternative to changing the IAT policy and it is in the regional transit operators’ business
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interest to make the change despite the disparate impact finding.  Metro and its regional TAP

partners will reduce the negative effect of the policy change by conducting an extensive marketing

and outreach campaign, including TAP card distribution.   This campaign will address the underlying

cause of the disparate impact finding.

TAP Sales Locations
Currently, customers can purchase and/or load passes or value to a TAP card from various sources:

· Metro TAP Vending Machines (TVMs) in all 80 rail stations, 17 Orange Line stations, and El
Monte Station

· Operator Customer Service Centers

· 393 Third Party TAP Vendors

· Online at taptogo.net

· By telephone at 1-866-TAPTOGO

Additionally, TAP is actively working on expansion of the TAP sales network with the addition of new
third party vendors and new TVM locations, and a new mobile app for TAP card sales.  Current sales
locations are being mapped against the fixed route network to target vendor expansion efforts to
those areas with the least access to TAP sales locations.

Marketing and Training
Staff is working with the TAP member agencies on numerous strategies and tactics to ensure successful
customer communications on the new transfer policy, including the dissemination of up to 1 million TAP cards
in advance of policy implementation.  Messaging will include important customer education tools, as well as
highlight where TAP cards can be purchased and reloaded. These messages will be consistent throughout a
traditional print and digital marketing campaign, with particular emphasis on major transfer rail stations and
inter agency connectivity.  The marketing committee will also implement an internal campaign to prepare all
TAP agency bus and rail operators for the change.  This will include in-person trainings, on-site division
marketing and materials for operators to distribute to customers.
DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT
There is no discernable safety impact.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
Adoption and implementation of the proposed policy change would result in annual savings of
$685,000, beginning in FY17, for the printing and processing of the three different paper-based
transfer media:

· $400,000 of savings annually through the elimination of bus-issued paper transfers;

· $15,000 in Metro Rail TVM-issued paper transfers; and,

· $270,000 in the production of polka-dot one-time use TAP transfers used by municipal
operator patrons transferring to Metro Rail.

Additionally, a decrease in the use of cash has undefined savings on equipment maintenance and
cash counting.
There will be a one-time cost of approximately $750,000 for up to 1 million TAP cards to be made
available to the public in preparation for the policy change. The one-time expense is already part of
the FY16 TAP Operation budget.
The proposed policy does not change the cost of an IAT.  As such, the proposed changes are not
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designed to and will not have a significant impact on fare revenues collected.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The current Policy on Use of Interagency Transfers can remain in effect.  This would require the
continued use of paper inter-agency transfers for bus to bus transactions, TVM-issued paper
transfers for rail-to-bus transfers, and polka dot TAP transfers for bus-to-rail transfers.  However, this
would not achieve the same benefits to the riding public.  In addition it would not fulfill the objective of
the region’s transit providers to create a more seamless, coordinated transit system.
NEXT STEPS
If the policy is approved, Metro staff, together with regional TAP partners, will begin the technical
efforts to program the policy change into the TAP system, and will initiate a thorough marketing and
outreach effort to inform the public.  The effective date of the policy change will be agreed upon by
the Working Group and is estimated to be in approximately 6 to 9 months due to the time needed to
program the TAP system, educate and train each agency’s operators, and inform and prepare the
public.
Additionally, Metro staff will assist TAP partners with presentation of the Fare Equity Analysis results
to their respective Boards/Councils for approval per FTA guidelines.
ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A - Proposed Changes to the Policy on the Use of Inter-Agency Transfers
Attachment B - TAP-Participating Operators
Attachment C - Title VI Evaluation

Prepared by:   Kelly Hines, DEO, Finance, (213) 922-4569
  David Sutton, EO, TAP, (213) 922-5633
  Dana Woodbury, Transportation Planning Manager IV, (213) 922-4207
  Stewart Chesler, Transportation Planning Manager IV, (213) 922-2826
  Koreyne Clarke, Budget Management Analyst IV, (213) 922-2801

Reviewed by:  Nalini Ahuja, Executive Director, Finance and Budget, (213) 922-3088
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Proposed Changes to the
Policy on the Use of Inter-Agency Transfers

In an effort to promote seamless travel for the public, and in response to state TDA law, 
included and eligible municipal operators and the LACTMA establish the following 
revised interagency transfer policy:

A transfer that a rider receives from one bus system or Metro Rail line will be accepted 
by other bus systems or Metro Rail lines for segments of a one-way continuous trip that 
the rider makes within a two-hour period on any one day.  For systems having 
designated transfer points, the interagency transfer will only be accepted at these 
points.

A rider shall receive one transfer between bus systems or Metro Rail lines operated by 
different agencies within two and one-half hours of payment of a base fare.  
If the person is transferring to express or premium service, the operator will follow that 
system’s policy about charging an additional fare for the express/premium service.

The rider may use the same transfer for all transfer segments, unless the receiving 
operator has a policy to collect transfers from boarding passengers.  In that event, the 
bus operator will provide the passenger with a  new interagency transfer upon payment 
of the interagency transfer fare.  If the person is transferring to express or premium 
service, the accepting operator will follow that system’s policy about charging an 
additional fare for the express/premium services.  Fares for interagency transfers are 
determined by the issuing transit system.

Transfers shall be made available to customers as follows:

TAP cardholders shall automatically receive one transfer, if applicable, upon boarding 
their second bus or train within two and one-half  hours.  Fares for the TAP interagency 
transfer are determined by the accepting transit system.
 



ATTACHMENT B

TAP Enabled Operators

Operator TAP Fare Collection Devices

Antelope Valley Transit Authority Fareboxes

Baldwin Park Transit Lines Bus Mobile Validators

BurbankBus Bus Mobile Validators

Carson Circuit Bus Mobile Validators

Compton Renaissance Transit Bus Mobile Validators

Culver CityBus Fareboxes

Foothill Transit Fareboxes

GTrans (Gardena) Fareboxes

Glendale BeeLine Bus Mobile Validators

Huntington Park COMBI Bus Mobile Validators

LA County Bus Mobile Validators

LADOT Driver Control Units/Light Validators

Los Angeles World Airports Bus Mobile Validators

Long Beach Transit Bus Mobile Validators

Metro Fareboxes, Stand Alone Validators, Gates

Montebello Bus Lines Fareboxes

Monterey Park Spirit Bus Bus Mobile Validators

Norwalk Transit Fareboxes

Pasadena Arts Bus Mobile Validators

Palos Verdes Peninsula
Transit Authority Bus Mobile Validators

Beach Cities Transit (Redondo Beach) Bus Mobile Validators

Santa Clarita Transit Fareboxes & Driver Control Units/Light 
Validators

Big Blue Bus (Santa Monica) Bus Mobile Validators

Torrance Transit Fareboxes



ATTACHMENT C

Title VI Evaluation
Replacement of Existing Interagency Transfers

With TAP-Based Method

This is a Title VI evaluation of the replacement of current methods of providing 
Interagency Transfers (IATs) with a TAP-based method. The affected operators are 
those Los Angeles County fixed route service providers that receive some form of 
formula operating subsidy from the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority (Metro)(Table 1).

Table 1
Los Angeles County

Formula Funded Fixed Route Operators

Antelope Valley Gardena Norwalk
Beach Cities Transit Long Beach Santa Clarita

Culver City Los Angeles DOT Santa Monica
Foothill Transit Metro Torrance

Montebello

For this evaluation the Universe of potentially impacted persons is all persons within 
one-quarter mile of any bus stop served by one or more of the above operators, and/or 
within one-half mile of any rail station. Ethnic data for this population is obtained from 
the 2010 US Census, and Household Income data for this population is obtained from 
the 2006-2010 American Consumer Survey (ACS). Because the Census data is 
provided at the block group level, and the ACS data is at the tract level the size of the 
impacted population is slightly greater for the ACS data (block groups that are more 
than one-quarter mile from a bus stop would be excluded from the Census data, but 
could be included in the ACS data if the tract containing such block groups was within 
that one-quarter mile of a bus stop).

For reference purposes this evaluation will refer to the Ethnic population as the Title VI 
data, and the Household Income population will be referred to as the Environmental 
Justice data. The Title VI population consists of 9,648,798 persons of whom 6,826,725 
are minorities (70.8%). The Environmental Justice population consists of 9,742,481 
persons of whom 1,531,488 are living in households below the federally defined Poverty
income levels (15.7%).

Evaluation Methodology

The Universe of potentially impacted persons has been defined as essentially all 
persons who can walk to fixed route transit. Under current methods any passenger 
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desiring an IAT may purchase it at the time that they board a bus, or at a rail station at 
the time that they purchase their rail ticket. In order to be unaffected by the introduction 
of TAP-based IAT’s a passenger must still be within walking distance of the means to 
purchase the IAT before taking their transit ride. Otherwise, a person would be 
adversely affected by the new method.

The mechanics of the proposed IAT process require that the passenger have a TAP 
card with a cash purse holding sufficient value to purchase an IAT. Such a rider would 
pay their initial fare by whatever means they normally use (either a cash deduction from 
the TAP card purse, or the use of whatever pass is stored on the TAP card). When the 
transfer boarding occurs, the cost of the transfer would be debited from the TAP card 
purse.

The relevant factors for this evaluation are 1) does the rider have a TAP card, or not, 
and 2) can the rider add value to that TAP card to ensure the ability to pay for the trip. 
The ability to add value to a TAP card adds an additional level of complexity to this 
evaluation – some of the fixed route operators have the ability to add value to a TAP 
card on board a bus and some do not have this capability. In the latter instance, 
whether a rider remains unaffected by the proposed method will depend on whether or 
not they are within walking distance of an alternative means of adding value to the TAP 
card. The alternatives consist of rail and Orange Line stations which have TVM’s 
capable of issuing and upgrading TAP cards, or customer service outlets which can sell 
and/or upgrade TAP cards (there are several hundred of these).The possible 
combinations of these factors and nature of rider impacts are shown in Table 2.

This evaluation assumes that having to purchase a TAP card is inconsequential 
because the $1-$2 cost of the card can be amortized over its multiple year validity. 
Therefore, the No TAP Card riders whose only potential adverse impact would be the 
need to buy a TAP card are considered to be Not Impacted as long as they are 
otherwise able to walk to a location where they can add value to the card.

As can be seen from Table 2 there are three scenarios that result in an adverse impact 
for riders so situated:

1. The rider has No TAP Card and adding value to the TAP purse on the bus has 
no value because they are not within walking distance of a location where they 
could obtain the TAP card itself;

2. The rider has a TAP Card but cannot add value to it anywhere; and

3. The rider has No Tap Card and cannot add value to it or buy one.
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Table 2
Rider Impact Categorizations

TAP Card No TAP Card

Can Add Value
Can Walk to Outlet

No Impact No Impact

Can Add Value
Cannot Walk to Outlet

No Impact Adverse Impact

Cannot Add Value
Can Walk to Outlet

No Impact No Impact

Cannot Add Value
Cannot Walk to Outlet

Adverse Impact Adverse Impact

Results of Evaluation

The next step in this evaluation was to determine the number of persons associated 
with each Impact Category, and for the potential Adverse Impact categories, whether or 
not the resulting impacts were Disparate (disproportionately affecting minorities) or 
imposed a Disproportionate Burden (disproportionately impacted persons in Poverty).

Metro has defined a Disparate Impact as an adverse impact affecting a group having an
absolute 5% greater minority share than the overall population (Universe) (in this 
instance, 70.8% + 5% = 75.8% or greater) or a 20% greater share (70.8% x 1.20 = 
85.0%). This evaluation uses the lesser threshold of 75.8%. A Disproportionate Burden 
has been defined as an adverse impact affecting a group having an absolute 5% 
greater Poverty share (15.7% + 5% = 20.7%), or a 20% greater Poverty share than the 
overall population (in this instance, greater than 15.7% x 1.20 = 18.8% or greater). This 
evaluation uses the lesser share of 18.8%.

The first adversely impacted group consists of those riders who do not have a TAP 
card, but could add value to it if they did. This is the non-TAP card portion of the second
group in Table 3. The minority share of this group (75.9%) exceeds the Disparate 
Impact threshold (75.8%) so this group is Disparately Impacted. The Poverty share 
(14.7% is less than the threshold for Disproportionate Burden (18.8%) so there is no 
Environmental Justice consequence for this group.
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The remaining two adversely impacted groups comprise the totality of the fourth 
category in Table 3 (whether or not they have a TAP card, they have no way to add 
value to it). Both the minority share (70.3% compared with 75.8%) and the Poverty 
share (16.1% compared with 18.8%) are less than the thresholds for Disparate Impact 
and Disproportionate Burden, respectively, so there are no Title VI or Environmental 
Justice consequences for these groups.

Findings

The group of riders having no TAP card, and not within walking distance of a place to 
obtain one (though they could add value to it if they had one) was found to be 
Disparately Impacted by the proposed TAP-based IAT. The most recently processed 
Customer Satisfaction Survey indicates that about 72% of Metro riders have a TAP card
(probably a higher percentage now as this data is over a year old). This yields a group 
of approximately 800,000 people who are constituents of Antelope Valley, Foothill 
Transit, Gardena, Montebello, and Torrance (those affording the opportunity to add 
value to the TAP purse at the trip origin). This group constitutes about 8.3% of all 
persons within walking distance of fixed route transit.

The proposed TAP-based IAT should be pursued given that more than 91% of the 
population would not be Disparately Impacted nor Disproportionately Burdened by the 
program. Customer convenience for those having to transfer would be improved with 
faster boarding times, and not having to carry added cash for transfer charges. It is 
clearly in Metro’s interest to pursue improved multi-operator coordination and the 
provision of seamless fare mechanisms for riders which the proposed program would 
accomplish. Given the significant investment in TAP, there is no other cost-effective 
mechanism for providing a consistent multi-operator transfer program without printed 
fare media than the proposed TAP program.
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Los Angeles County      Item 9
Metropolitan Transportation Authority

Regional Interagency Transfer 
(IAT) Policy

Finance, Budget and Audit Committee
June 17, 2015



1.   Adopt the proposed change to the Policy on Use of 
Interagency Transfers, unanimously approved by the 
General Managers and Bus Operators Subcommittee (BOS).

 
2. Adopt the finding that the proposed policy change results 

in a Disparate Impact but there is substantial legitimate 
justification for the proposed change and there are no 
alternatives that would have a less disparate impact on 
minority riders.

 
3. Adopt the recommendation to distribute up to 1 million 

TAP cards free to bus riders purchasing transfers in advance 
of the effective date of the policy to address the underlying 
cause of the Disparate Impact fining (current TAP card 
possession).

Recommendations

2



1.   Eliminate paper transfers for customers transferring 
between agencies.  Transfers allowed with a TAP card 
only

 
2. Transfer fare will be automatically paid with a TAP card, if 

transfer eligible, when boarding a second agency
 
3. Transfer period extended from 2 hours to 2.5 hours
 
4. A single transfer will be allowed within the 2.5 hours  

Proposed Interagency Transfer (IAT) Policy Changes

3



Customer and Agency Benefits
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Significant step in providing a more seamless, coordinated 
transit system, with 24 agencies now on TAP

CUSTOMERS
• Faster boardings
• Eliminate need to carry exact change
• Automatic transfer if eligible 
• Consolidation of four different transfer methods in use 

today

AGENCIES
• Faster boardings
• Consistent with local initiatives and efforts to reduce 

cash and paper media in favor of technology options
• Fraud reduction
• Directly collected IAT revenues



Fare Equity Analysis Findings (Title VI)
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• The Fare Equity Analysis completed for the Region resulted 
in a disparate impact finding for one sub-population, 
constituting about 8% of the County population within 
walking distance of fixed-route transit.  Counting only those 
that use transit and transfer, affected number of individuals 
is about 40,000 (0.4%)  

• The underlying cause of the disparate impact finding – 
possession of a TAP card – will be addressed through a 
comprehensive Marketing and Outreach campaign including 
dissemination of up to 1 million TAP cards to customers

• Policy approval requires a finding (included in staff 
recommendation) that the change results in a Disparate 
Impact but there is substantial legitimate justification for 
the change and there are no alternatives that would have a 
less disparate impact



Next Steps 
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If the policy change is approved…

• TAP Operation will proceed with programming efforts, 
working closely with each Operator to define business 
rules and test final functionality

• A print and digital marketing campaign for customers will 
focus on customer education, including where TAP cards 
can be purchased and reloaded.  

• An internal campaign for bus operators will include in-
person training, division outreach, and print materials

• Implementation will be in approximately 6 to 9  months 
due to the significant programming and testing efforts, 
and to allow for thorough customer and operator 
education


